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Abstract

The present article examines the changes that affect stressed vowels in the
nativization of loanwords into Standard German, e.g. laxing of vowels like [i] to [i] in
Ffijrma (< Italian Ffijrma). An Optimality-Theoretic treatment (Prince &
Smolensky 1993) of the loanword data is proposed in which the nativization
process is accounted for by ranking two MARKEDNESS constraints ahead of two
FAITH constraints. A significant finding is that these four constraints äs well äs
the ranking MARKEDNESS :» FAITH are independently required for the nätive
lexicon of German. Thus, we conclude that our treatment is inherently superior
to any rule-based analysis because a rule-based treatment would be foreed to
posit specific rules to account for the loanword data which have no independent
motivation.

1. Introduction

A number of linguists have shown that in a rule-based model the nativization of
loanwords requires rules that are otherwise unmotivated in the borrowing
language, e.g. Silverman (1992), Yip (1993). For example, when the English
word game [geim] is borrowed into Cantonese, the word surfaces äs [ksm] (see
Silverman 1992:297). In this example one would require a rule converting /g/
into [k] and another one which turns /ei/ into [ ], but the problem is that
Cantonese does not have these phonological rules in its System because it has
neither /g/ nor /ei/. In many languages the nativization of loanwords is captured
in terms of prosodic requirements that do not require rules. For example, in a
language like Hawaiian with neither complex onsets nor closed syllables, an
English word like school [skuil] surfaces äs [kola] (Gussenhoven & Jacobs 1998:
43), but Hawaiian phonology has no phonological rules deleting word-edge
consonants.

* We would like to thank Ingo Plag, Marzena Rochon and three anonymous reviewers
for their comments on earlier versions of this article.
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Loanword Nativization in German 57

On the basis of examples such äs these several linguists have argued that
constraint-based approaches, in particular Optimality Theory (henceforth OT;
Prince & Smolensky 1993), are better süited to capturing the nativization of
loanwords (e.g. Yip 1993, Jacobs & Gussenhoven 2000, Golston & Yang 2001).
In OT one would require for the native vocabulary of Hawaiian MARKEDNESS
constraints ensuring that all syllables are of the form G V, namely ONSET and
NoCoDA, and the ranking of these two constraints ahead of FAITH constraints
which prevent the deletion or insertion of Segments and the change of features.
Significantly, the ranking of MARKEDNESS (i.e. ONSET and NoCoDA) over FAITH
in the native lexicon of Hawaiian also captures the nativization of loanwords
like [skuil] to [kola].

We will argue below that certain vocalic changes that can be observed in the
nativization process of loanwords in German (henceforth MSG; Krech et al.
1982, Drosdowski etal. 1990) can most insightfully be captured in an OT
approach. We reach this conclusion because the modifications involved cannot
be expressed with phonological rules but they do follow given two MARKEDNESS
^constraints and two FAITH constraints which are independently required in the

1 iijative lexicon. As in Hawaiian, we argue that the vocalic changes in loanwords
rsquire the general ranking of MARKEDNESS over FAITH.

The vocalic changes we investigate below involve alterations in tenseness or in
! aigth in ancient, äs well äs more recent loanwords. For example, in Italian, äs in
; number of other languages, stressed (short) tense vowels (e.g. [i o]) surface

Dnsistently in MSG äs the corresponding lax sounds (i.e. [i o]) in words like the
,; illowing:1
i

k: f(l) Italian MSG change
'··. . finna > Firma i -> i
v conto > Konto o -> o
r
ig. Since the stressed vowel in the MSG examples in (1) is followed by a
j. syllable-final consonant, the data in (1) suggest a rule äs in (2):

!f (2) Short (tense) vowels become lax in a closed syllable
i:;

One argument against a rule like the one in (2) is that there are no alternations in
MSG which independently require it. Another problem with (2) can be gleaned

', i from examples like the one in (3):

l Our source for the data in (1) and below is Kluge (1999). See Lichem (1970) for
discussion on the phonetics of Italian vowels and section 4.1 below on the comparison of
these sounds to the relevant German vowels.
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58 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

(3) Latin MSG change
m sica > Musik i -> i:

In (3) we can observe that short tense vowels regularly lengthen in closed
syllables if those closed syllables are word-final.

The following questions can be posed with respect to the data in (1) and (3):

(4) a. Why is laxing restricted to the stressed vowels in a word-internal
closed syllable, s in (1)?

b. Why do short tense vowels lengthen word-finally, s in (3), but not
word-internally, s in (1)?

The purpose of this paper is to answer the questions in (4a) and (4b).
We argue that the vocalic changes in (1) and (3) can most insightfi ly be

understood s the consequence of the interaction of two MARKEDNESS con-
straints and two FAITH constraints and the general ranking MARKEDNESS over
FAITH. The first of the MARKEDNESS constraints (which we call TENSE = LONG)
guarantees that stressed tense vowels are long and that stressed lax vowels are
short; it is the high ranked Status of TENSE = LONG that accounts for the
lengthening of the short tense vowel in (3). The second MARKEDNESS constraint
is required to capture the distribution of superheavy syllables, i.e. syllables
consisting of a long vowel or diphthong + consonant(s) (e.g. viel 'much'), or a
short vowel + two or more consonants (e.g. kalt ccold'). In general, superheavy
syllables are restricted to surfacing only at the right edge of a phonological word
(henceforth pword; see Hall 2002 a, b). We capture this fact directly with a
constraint we call ΑοθΝ-3μ. With respect to the nativization of loanwords, this
constraint is important because it helps explain why the stressed vowels in (1) do
not lengthen s in (3).

This article is organized s follows. In 2 we discuss the connection between
length and tenseness in the MSG vowel System and posit a MARKEDNESS
constraint and two FAITH constraints which capture the German facts. In § 3 we
discuss the relationship between morphological structure and the pword in
MSG, s well s the distribution of superheavy syllables. We show in that section
that in the native lexicon the latter syllables occur alniost exclusively in
pword-final position and that this is captured directly with the constraint
ΑυοΝ-3μ referred to above. It will also be shown in § 3 that the native lexicon
requires the general ranking of MARKEDNESS (i.e. TENSE = LONG and ΑυοΝ-3μ)
over FAITH to account for certain systematic gaps. In §4 we discuss the
nativization of both ancient and recent loanword into the sound System of
German, s in (1) and (3). In § 5 we present an analysis of the loanwords data in
terms of the same ranking of MARKEDNESS over FAITH that is necessary for the
native vocabulary. § 6 concludes.
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Loanword Nativization in German 59

2. Vowel length and tenseness

Since the nativization of loanwords discussed below involves the change of
vowel tenseness and/or length we provide here a brief OT analysis of how the
contrast between (stressed) vowels like [i: y: u: o:] vs. [ o] in the native
vocabulary of MSG is expressed. We show below that the connection between
length and tenseness requires one MARKEDNESS constraint and two FAITH
constraints.

A number of previous studies have observed a connection between vowel
length and tenseness in MSG (and in other languages), the generalization being
that stressed tense vowels like [i y u o] are long (= [i: y: u: o:] in a narrow
transcription) and lax vowels like [ ü o] short (see Becker 1998 for discussion
and references for MSG). Some relevant data from MSG containing the vowels
[i: y: o:] and [ o] are provided in (5a) and (5b) respectively:

· :

(5) a. Stressed, long, tense vowels:
viel [fiil] 'much'
kühn [kyin] 'bold'
Hohl [hoil] 'hollow'

b. Stressed, short, lax vowels:
Tisch [tij] 'table'
dünn [dYn] cthin'
Groll [QRol] 'grudge'

tWe discuss only stressed vowels here because the loanwords we analyze in §4
^only show changes in metrically prominent syllables.
< In derivational analyses the connection between length and tenseness is
üsually established with default riües specifying that underlying short and long
vowels receive features such äs [— tense] and [+ tense] respectively (see, for
example, Hall 1992:28 and Wiese 1996:155, who both employ [ATR]). In the
present treatment we capture the relationship between length and tenseness with
three constraints, the first of which is the MARKEDNESS constraint in (6), which
refers to the Output representation only (see also Green 2001, who proposes a
similar constraint on the basis of English data).2 We capture the contrast
between long vs. short in terms of moraic structure, i.e. long vowels are bimoraic
and short vowels monomoraic.

2 Natural classes in Gennan phonotactics crucially refer to the two classes defined äs
[-f tense] and [- tense] (äs well äs short vs. long). See Wiese (1996) and Hall (1999b) for
discussion on German and also McMahon (2001), who shows that both [± tense] and
length are necessary in Modern English. See Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996:302- 306) for
discussion on the phonetic correlates of tenseness in German.
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60 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

(6) TENSE = LONO:
a. Stressed tcnse vowels are long
b. Stressed lax vowels are short

As stated in (6), all of the vowels in the examples in (5) satisfy TENSE = LONG.
TENSE = LONG is violated in the case of the long lax vowel [ε:], e. g. [ιηειίς^η]
'girr (see note 6 below).3

The two FAITH constraints in (7) ensure that input and Output vowels agree
with respect to tenseness and length (= moraic structure) respectively:

(7) a. IDENTTENSE: The value of [tense] in the input is identical with the
value for [tense] in the Output

b. IDENTLONG: The moraic structure of input and Output vowels is
identical

IDENTTENSE is satisfied when an underlying tense vowel surfaces s tense, or an
underlying lax vowel s lax, but is violated if the feature [tense] changes (e. g.
N -* W)- The constraint IDENTLONG has a similar function with respect to the
number of moras for input and Output vowels.4 Thus, if a long vowel surfaces s
short (e. g. /i:/ -> [i]) or if a short vowel surfaces s long, then IDENTLONG is not
satisfied.

A long-standing debate concerns the underlying representations of the vowels
in words like the ones in (5). Some linguists have argued that the contrast
between pairs like /i: y: o:/ vs. /ι γ o/ involves only one of length and tenseness is
redundant (e.g. Hall 1992, Wiese 1996, Fery 1997), whereas others have argued
that tenseness is primary and length is predictable (e.g. Kloecke 1982). In our
treatment the choice of which feature(s) distinguish the vowels in words like the
ones in (5) ismoot, since the language-specific ranking in (8) will always produce
the correct surface vowels.

(8) Ranking for MSG:
TENSE = LONG, IDENTTENSE » IDENTLONG

3 The constraint TENSE = LONG makes reference to Stressed vowels because unstressed
vowels do not obey the same generalizations. For example, tense vowels are short when
unstressed, e.g. the [i] in Zitrone 'lemon' (see Drosdowski etal. 1990). We ignore short
tense vowels below because our analysis of the loanwords in §4 only pertains to Stressed
vowels, s in (5), which are always long when tense (= 5 a). For treatments of the
distribution of MSG short tense vowels see Ramers (1988), Hall (1992), Becker (1996), and
Wiese (1996).

4 The constraint IDENTLONG is sometimes referred to s FAITHMORA (see, for example,
Gussenhoven 2000).
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Loanword Nativization in German 61

We argue below in §3 for the ranking TENSE = LONG » IDENTTENSE and
conclude in that section that the language-specific ranking TENSE = LONG »
IDENTTENSE :» IDENTLONG can be generalized to the ranking ofoneMARKED-
NESS constraint (i.e. TENSE=LONG) over two FAITH constraints (i. e. IDENTTENSE,
IDENTLONG).

Consider now the evaluation of kühn and dünn - representative of (5 a) and
(5b) - in tableaus (9) and (10). Here we assume that the underlying vowels are
distinguished by tenseness, although we show below that other underlying forms
are.possible äs well. We also assume that the moraic structure of the vowels is
present in the underlying representation.

(9) Evaluation of kühn with an underlying /y/ (short and tense):

B*;

tti '
«i

a.

b.

c.

d.

/kyn/

-> .ky:n.

.kyn.

.kvin.

.kyn.

TENSE = LONG j IDENTTENSE
1

1
| . . . - . ·. . . . ., . .,,,

*.! u-U,-.<:.:vi·,' ·,:··>/|:·:>; ^#i- ! : ·*:··· ·- . .;
t ^ ·.···., ·· · . '·.· ··" ··:·<*f ·̂:..,:·-: ^.;·· ·.,;̂  ./i^v'^:."^^"?^
! *!
1

IDENTLONG
- .'-.··' : .·.. .' v. .·

^ f ····.. ·- . *..·-'-;*·: ·:

^V··'^.'^.^.·'1··.·':. '

• .''··. · ' 'W '; ·' ·' . " .

•"..v. '·':·'* '" / ·-.···· '· '
•.•v ;.·;/:^:·; . ' .· ' .'

0) Evaluation of dünn with an underlying /Y/ (short and lax):

a.

b.

c.

d.

/dvn/

.dyin.

.dyn.

.dvin.

-> .dvn.

TENSE = LONG IDENTTENSE

*!
. ' '·' \ '""' ':'·'"·.-· TV, -

* | -. : · : ' ' . ' ' · ' - V*/'' ':···, · "'

*! . ," · ' ' ' . ' ' · ' · ' .; : '. ·.. V

IDENTLONG

^>V>-*:"i :/···;':.

" ·.·"··· ; ' ···' "" ' . . '
·· · .·· · ·.·*' ' · ·· ·· .

in the first tableau we can observe that (9 a) is more harmonic than (9 b-d) due
to the ranking TENSE = LONG » IDENTLONG and IDENTTENSE » IDENT-
LONG. In tableau (10) candidate (l Öd) is obviously the optimal one because (10 a,
b, c) each violate at least two of the three constraints.

It should be noted here that the correct Output forms in (9) and (10) would be
selected even if other assumptions were to be made concerning the underlying
vowels. Four possibilities for the contrast in (9) and (10) are: (i) /y/ and /Y/, (ii)
/y:/ and /Y/, (iii) /y:/ and /Y:/, or (iv) /y/ and /Y:/. That the inputs in (i) result in
the correct Output forms being selected was demonstrated in (9) and (10).
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62 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

Although we do not provide tableaus here, options (ii)-(iv) also obtain the
corrcct phonetic representations given the ranking in (8)-5·6

To summarize, the three constraints TENSE = LONG, IDENTTENSE and IDENT-
LONG are required in an OT treatment to captureconnections between tenseness
and length of stressed vowels. Given the language-specific ranking in (8) we need
not to comrait ourselves to the underlying forms in (9) and (10), since the other
possibilities mentioned above give us the right result. Significantly, we show in
§5 below that the same ranking in (8) (supplemented with an additional
MARKEDNESS constraint we posit in §3) accounts for the vowel laxing and
lengthening processes we see in the nativization of loanwords.

3. The pword and the distribution of superheavy syllables

We begin this section in §3.1 with a discussion of the connection between
morphological structure and pwords in MSG. In § 3.2 we turn to the distinction
between 'heavy' vs. 'superheavy9 syllables and in § 3.3 we present data from the
native vocabulary of MSG illustrating the distribution of superheavy syllables
within grammatical words. In contrast to heavy syllables, superheavy syllables
do not have a free distribution in the sense that they are restricted to surfacing
only at the right edge of a pword. The distribution of superheavy syllables has
not been discussed in the literature on MSG phonology (although see Hall 2001,
2002 a, b, upon which the following treatment is based).

5 This discussion here demonstrates that underlying representations are not s
important in OT s in traditional rule-based Systems. This follows from the principle
known s Richness of the Base, according to which no constraints hold at the level of
underlying forms (Prince & Smolensky 1993:191 ff.). In § 5 below we discuss this issue with
respect to loanwords.

Note that the four underlying pairs in (i)-(iv) do not presuppose underspecification.
Were one to allow for underlying forms which are underspecified (e.g. for moraic structure
or for tenseness) then there are clearly more than four possibilities. At any rate the
constraints in (8) would select the correct Output forms even if underspecification is
assumed.

Although Richness of the Base implies that any underlying representation should be
possible, we hold that MSG vowels like [y:] and [Y] should be distinguished in terms of
vowel quality (i.e. tenseness), s in (i)-(iv) above. We therefore reject a possible analysis in
which this and similar vowel pairs are distinguished only in tenns of length (e.g. /y:/ vs. /y/)
because the rankings in (8) would not always select the correct Output forms. Since (8)
derives independent support (see (22) and § 5 below), we operate under the assumption
that German vowels are distinguished underlyingly in tenns of quality (and length).

6 Recall that /ε:/ violates the constraint TENSE = LONG. We account for the fact that /ε:/
surfaces s [ει] and not s [ε] or [e:] by ranking two specific FAITH constraints over
TENSE = LONG. The former two constraints ensure that the moraic structure of/ε:/ and the
value of [tense] of/ε:/ are identical with the moraic structure and the value of tenseness of
the Output vowel.
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Loanword Nativization in German 63

3.1 Introduction

A number of linguists have argued that the pword plays a central role in German
phonology and prosodic morphology, e.g. Booij (1985), Yu (1992), Iverson &
Salmons (1992), Wiese (1996), Hall (1998, 1999b) and Raffelsiefen (2000).7
AJthough none of these authors agrees completely on how morphologically

i; complex grammatical words should be parsed into pwords, there is a general
^ consensus that the morphological configurations in the first column in (l l) have
{*"'· the pword structure s indicated in the sample words in the second column. In

(11) and below the pword is abbreviated s 4ω'. We ignore prefixation in the
present study.8

(11) a. stem (·&Ρ·)ω 'love (imp. sg.)'
b. stem + suffix containing no vowel (.1ί:ρ-1.)ω 'love (3p. sg. ind.

fc " pres.)'
£ c. stem + vowel-initial suffix (.1ί:̂ -9.)ω 'love (1p. sg. ind.
£ ·· pres.)'

. d. stem + consonant-initial suffix (.Iiip.)m-li9. 'dearly'

| ror purposes of this article (l l a-d) can be thought of s an algorithm which
•arses the morphological configurations in the first column with the corre-
ponding upwords in the second one. For an account of the constraints
ecessary to predict the prosodic structure in the second column in (l 1) see Hall
2002 a, b).

Consider first (Ha). The category 'stem' subsumes monomorphemic words
LV vbelonging to a major lexical category, e.g. nouns, verbs, and adjectives. By
fr" contrast, function words (e.g. pronouns, conjunctions) typically do not form
; their own pwords (see Selkirk 1995 for English and Hall 1999b for German). The

category 'stem' (= lexical word) is also intended to subsume each part of a

7 For studies of the pword in languages other than German see Dixon (l 977 a, b) for
Yidiny, Cohn (1989) for Indonesian, Kang (1991) for Korean, Hannahs (1995 a, b) for
French, Peperkamp (1997) for Italian and Nespor & Vogel (1986) for several languages. A
more in depth survey of the literature, and of the (cross-linguistic) arguments for pwords is
presented in Hall (1999 a). A central claim made by all of the authors cited above is that the
pword is not coterminous with the grammatical word; thus, it is considered to be
uncontroversial that a single grammatical word can consist of two or more pwords (e.g. a
compound word). Most, but not all, of the linguists cited above also believe that a single
pword can consist of two or more grammatical words (e.g. a host + enclitic).

8 On the prosodic structure of prefixed forms see Wiese (1996), Hall (1999b) and
Raflelsiefen (2000).
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64 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

typical compound word, e.g. Tischbein 'table leg' is parsed (Tisch)ö(bem)i()
because Tisch and Bein are both stems.9

A comparison of the parsings in (l l c) and (l Id) reveals that the suffix in the
former configuration belongs to the same pword of the stem, whereas the suffix
in the latter context does not. Following earlier writers (e.g. Dixon 1977a, b), we
refer to suffixes like -e in (llc) äs 'cohering' and to ones like -lieh in (lld) äs
'noncohering'.10 In (llc) and (lld) we see that the phonological shape of the
suffix determines its Status äs cohering or noncohering: Vowel-initial suffixes are
cohering and consonant-initial ones are noncohering.

3.2 Heavy vs. superheavy syllables

Examples of monosyllabic German words with heavy syllables have been
presented in (12). In (12) and below *V* represents a short vowel or syllabic
sonorant consonant, 'V:' either a long vowel or a diphthong, C is a consonant
and X is a variable ranging over a consonant or the second mora of a vowel.

(12) Heavy syllables (final VX):
naß [nas] cwet' i
See [zei] 'lake' < ;
Tau [tau] crope' \

In contrast to the heavy syllables in (12), light syllables end in a short vowel.
In (l 3) we have provided examples of monosyllabic German words ending in a

superheavy syllable:

(13) Superheavy syllables (final VXC):
a. short vowel+two consonants

kalt [kalt] 'cold'
Kalb [kalp] 'calf
Amt [?amt] Office'

9 This brings up the Status of bound roots that do not belong to lexical categories, e.g.
the syllable [meit] in Mädchen [msit.fon] 4girP; cf. Early New High German Mägd-chen
'maiden' (dim.). In Hall (2002 b) it is argued that the pword structure in such words is
underlying because it does not fall out from the algorithm in (11).

10 Whether or not noncohering suffixes like -lieh in (lld) are parsed äs independent
pwords in German is controversial (see Wiese 1996, Hall 1998, 1999b and Raflelsiefen
2000 for discussion). We represent suffixes of the form -CV(C) henceforth äs pwordless
syllables situated outside of the pword of the stem. The question of which prosodic
constituent the noncohering suffix is linked to (e.g, a recursive pword) is peripheral to the
present study and will therefore be ignored. Other languages in which noncohering affixes
like -lieh have been proposed include Yidiny (Dixon 1977 a, b) and Turkish (Kabak &
Vogel 2001).
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Loanword Nativization in German 65

b. long vowel+oneconsonant
viel [fiil] *many'
Lob [lozp] 'praise'
zahm [tsaim] 'tarne'

c. diphthong+oneconsonant
Bein [bam] 'leg'
Baum [b um] 'tree'
euch [?oi9] 'you (2p. pl acc.)'

Superheavy syllables can exceed the VXC structure in (13). Some representative
examples can be seen in (14):

(14) Superheavy syllables (final VXCC):
Haupt [haupt] φ 'chief

j Krebs [kReips] 'crab'
Herbst [hsspst] 'autumn'
Obst [?o:pst] 'fruit'

A number of writers (e.g. Moulton 1956, Halle & Vergnaud 1980, Hall 1992,
vfaese 1996) have observed that the final C in syllables like the ones in (14) is
; Iways a coronal obstruent, i.e. [t s J], The coronality restriction is not important
l >r the present study and will therefore be ignored. For discussion see Hall

ji>002a).
* : Our analysis requires that heavy syllables are represented structurally in such

fa way that they are distinct from Superheavy syllables. Since our analysis of
>if owel length is analyzed in terms of moras, we assume here the moraic model ( s
ja Hayes 1989), in which the two types of syllables have the following
representations:

(15) heavy: superheavy:
σ σ
λ /V
μ μ μ μμ

·;;;.

;·.» In (15) we see bimoraic and trimoraic structures depicting heavy and superheavy
> syllables respectively. See, for example, Hayes (1995), who proposes that the

heavy vs. superheavy distinction in various languages is captured in terms of the
£. moraic structures in (15).11

11 We refer the reader to Hall (2001,2002 a, b), who adopts the moraic representations
in (15) in his treatment of superheavy syllables of German and English. In this approach it
is argued that the trimoraic structure in (l 5) is maximal and that the final coronal Segments
in (14) are linked directly to the syllable node.
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66 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

3.3 The distribution ofsuperheavy syllables

The words in (l 6) contain heavy syllables, the moraic portion of which has been
underlined. These examples have been organized into one of four separate
contexts: word-finally in (16a), before a compound boundary in (16b), before a
suffix in (16c) and morpheme-internally in (16d).

(16) Distribution of heavy syllables:
a. Wörd-finally:

See [ze:] 'sea'
Tau [tao] 'dew'
Bett [bet] 'bed'

b. Before a compound boundary:
See-tang [zer.taq] 'sea-weed'
Schuh-anzieher [Jui.Panlsii.B] *shoe-horn'
Bein-bruch [bam.bRüx] Tractured leg'

c. Before a suffix:
Droh-ung [dRoi.orj] 'threat' i
schuh-los [fu:?lo:s] 'shoe-less'
Frei-heit [fRai.hait] Tree-dom' ·

d. Morpheme-internally: j
Biene [bii.no] 'bee' \ ;

Traube [tRau.ba] 'grape' i
Milbe [milba] 'mite' > ; '

•\

Data like the ones in (16) illustrate that bimoraic syllables have a free *
distribution.

The examples in (17) contain superhavy syllables. The data have been
organized into three separate contexts: before a word boundary in (17a), at the
end of each part of a compound in (17b), and before a consonant-initial (i.e.
noncohering) suffix in (17c):

(17) Distribution ofsuperheavy syllables:
a. Word-final position:

Werk [vs^k] 'work'
Baum [bäum] Hree'
Buch [buix] *book'

b. Before a compound boundary:
Werk-statt [VEBk.Jtat] cworkshop'
Baum-stamm [baüm.Jtam] 'tree trünk'
Buch-weizen [buix.vai^ssn] 'buckwheat'
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c. Before a CV(C) suffix:
leb-los eip.lois] lifeless'
Ein-heit [Pam.hait] 'unif
lieb-lich [U'P-li?] 'dearly'

The contexts in which superheavy syllables occur are summarized in (18a) and
the one environment in which they are barred from appearing in (18b) with a
nonce word.

(18) a. Three contexts in which superheavy syllables occur:
context superheavy syllable

(i) before a word boundary Werk (.νε .̂)ω
(ii) before a compound boundary Werk-statt (.νει&.)ω (.
(iii) before Suffixes of the form

-CV(C) " lieb-lich (.1ί:ρ.)ω·1ΐ5
b. One context in which superheavy syllables cannot occur:

context superheavy syllable
t morpheme-internally *[?e:nda] *(?β:

'

P he analysis of pwords presented in § 3.1 enables us to reduce the three contexts
i : (18a) to one: pword-final position. In (18ai) and (18aii) the respective stems
i -e predicted to be pwords by (l l i) and (l l iii) ensures that the suffix is not a part
( Γ the pword of the stem in (ISaiii).

Gaps like the one in (18b) are significant. What they show is that in a
heterosyllabic (pword-internal) sequence c(. . . Ca.Cb. . .)ω', Ca must be preceded
xby a short vowel. That this is indeed the case is illustrated with the examples in
(19). In the present study we do not attempt to provide an exhaustive list of all
heterosyllabic consonant clusters of MSG. The data in (19) illustrate this
regularity with respect to nasal + consonant and liquid + consonant sequences,
which are representative of all *(. . . Ca.Cb . . .)ω' sequences.12

12 This generalization does not hold for morphologically complex words. For example,
in Monde [moin.dd] 'moons' we see the superheavy syllable [mo:n] within the pword. We
follow Hall (2002 b), who argues that the constraint guaranteeing that superheavy
syllables surface at the right edge of a pword (= 21 b below) is outranked by a PARADIGM
UNIFORMITY constraint which ensures that the mimber of moras in a stem is constant in
morphologically complex words containing the same stem. Thus, the word [mom.da] has a
pword-internal superheavy syllable because the bare stem [momt] does s well. Some of the
recent literature on the role of paradigm uniformity in phonology includes Raffelsiefen
(1995), Kenstowicz (1996), Steriade (1999), and Benua (2000). See also Kager (1999:
chapter 4) for a synthesis on the recent literature on this topic.

One idiosyncratic exception to the generalization discussed above is Erde [
*earth\ Not suφrisingly, many native Speakers pronounce this word with [ε].
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68 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

(19) Only short vowels before heterosyllabic clusters: ;
a. nasal + consonant ί

Ende [Pen.da] 4end' t
Imker [Prai.kB] 'bee keeper' 1
Unke [P ij.ko] Hoad'
Gemse [gem.za] 4chamois'
Amsel [Pam.zal] 'blackbird'

b. liquid + consonant ι
Welpe [vel.pa] 'puppy'
Milbe [mil.ba] 'mite'
Felge [fel.ga] 'rim'
H lse [hvLza] 6husk'
Garten [gaB.tsn] 4garden'
Birke [bre.ka] 'birch'

The vowel preceeding heterosyllabic clusters like the ones in (19) cannot be V:
(nor can it be a a VC sequence), otherwise the structure would yield a superheavy
syllable within a pword, violating the generalization in (20a). From a formal
point of view we assume that this generalization translates into the alignment |
constraint in (20b), according to which the right edge of a trimoraic syllable ?
aligns with the right edge of a pword.

(20) a. Superheavy syllables must occur at the right edge of a phonological
word

b. ΑυθΝ-3μ: ([μμμ]σ, right, pword, right)

See Hall (2001, 2002a, b), who provides a more detailed analysis of the data
motivating the constraint ΑυθΝ-3μ in English and German.

We conclude this section with some comments on gaps like the one in (18b).
That a nonce word like [Pein.da] violates ΑΐΛθΝ-3μ is illustrated in (21):

(21) *( σ

To say that the nonce form [Feinds] is non-occurring because it violates a
constraint does not answer the question how a potential input form like /Pemdo/
would be pronounced in MSG. One possibility is that an input sequence like
/?e:ndo/ would not be pronounced at all, in which' case Αι,ιθΝ-3μ would be
ranked ahead of the constraint MPARSE, which says that words have to be
pronounced (see, for example, Hammond 1999 and Hall 2001, who take this
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Loanword Nativization in German 69

approach to gaps in English phonotactics). The alternative we pursue here is that
ill-formed inputs are repaired in some way in the respective Output forms,
meaning in this case that Αι,ιθΝ-3μ is ranked ahead of some FAITH constraint.
This point is illustrated in the tableau in (22) for the nonoccurring word /Peinda/,
where we consider four possible pronunciations. (We assume here that the first
vowel is stressed). Note that the constraint ΑπαΝ-3μ occupies the same niche s
TENSE=LONG in the ranking posited above in (8) and that TENSE=LONG must
.dominate both IDENTTENSE and IDENTLONG:

(22) /Peinda/

a. (.?6:η.α3)ω

b. (Asn.de.).

c. (Asn-da).

<L -> (Aaub.).

Αποκ-3μ TENSE = LONG

*!
*!* *

*| f "· : *.··"· '··. '"'
*' ·,: ·.· " · :

IDENTTENSE

; ' · . " ·*·;;. . ' ;

. . ; / , ; · * -:·-' · · ·.

IDENTLONG

• . ' : *

. ' · · . · * "'"".

]:\n examination of (22a) reveals that the high ranked constraint ΑπθΝ-3μ
»revents the underlying form from surfacing with the vowel [e:]. (The same
onstraint rules out 22c s well). One could imagine that the /e:/ remains tense
•ut that the vowel quantity is altered, so that it surfaces s [e]. If this is the case
see 22b) then we have a clear violation of TENSE=LONG, and since TENSE=

LONG outranks FAITH (i.e. either IDENTTENSE or IDENTLONG), we can conclude
;'that (22b) is less harmonic than (22d).

What we have demonstrated above is that the ranking of the constraints s in
(22) is necessary to capture gaps in MSG phonotactics. In § 5 we show that
changes involving vowel quality and quantity in the nativization of loanwords is
expressed the same way.

4. Loanwords

In this section we discuss loanwords which illustrate alterations in vowel
tenseness or length in the nativization process in German. Restricting our
treatment to the vowels in closed stressed syllables, we demonstrate that the
vocalic changes described above correlate with the location of the closed
syllable: either pword-internal or pword-final. In § 4. l we present words in which
certain vowel mutations (i.e. the laxing of tense vowels) occur in the pword-
internal environment. In §4.2 we turn to pword final position and show that in
this position a different kind of change transpires (i.e. the lengthening of short
tense vowels).
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70 T. A. Hall und Silke Hamann

Before presenting thc data we need to clarify what exactly wc mean by
loanword. It is uscful to distinguish two types of loanwords. First, there are
historical loanwords, i.e. words which cntered into the borrowing language at an
early point in Urne and which are used by native Speakers in the present day, e.g.
the MSG word Tafel 4table, board', which was borrowed from Latin (cf. tabula)
into Old High German. Speakers who use such historical loanwords never hear
the original forms äs they were spoken in the donor language and therefore have
no reason to posit an underlying representation which differs from their own
Output form. In this sense historical loanwords can be thought of äs being
fully-integrated into the (modern) borrowing language. Second, there are on-line
adaptations, i.e. foreign words which are borrowed 'here and now' (see
Peperkamp & Dupoux 2001, who employ this term).13 We follow linguists who
have shown that the input (i.e. the underlying form) in the borrowing language
for on-line adaptations is the original form äs spoken in the donor language, i.e.
the perceptual form (see, e.g. Paradis & LaCharite 1997 and Jacobs &
Gussenhoven 2000). Seen in this light we present below the phonetic (äs opposed
to the underlying) representation of the loanwords in the respective donor
language. We discuss our assumptions concerning the input of the loanwords in
MSG at greater length in § 5.

It should also be mentioned that in literate societies there are loanwords that
enter the borrowing language through the orthography. Although we recognize
the existence of such examples, our analysis in § 5 only holds for loanwords that
are orally transmitted.

We show below that vowel changes involving tenseness or length have been
active in the German language since at least the 15th Century but that these
adaptations continue into the present day. Thus, our analysis in § 5 below holds
for the nativization of both historical loanwords (at the point when they were
borrowed) äs well äs for on-line adaptations.

4.1 Pword-internal closed syllables

In (23) we summarize the two attested outcomes for vocalic changes in
pword-internal stressed closed syllables, where [i] and [i] are taken äs examples of
tense and lax vowels respectively:

(23) a. (...iC.CV...)«, -* (...iC-CV...).
b. (... .€ ...) -» (...IC.CV..O.

13 Unassimilatedloanwords are also attested. We make some brief remarks on examples
from the latter category in §5.3 below.
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Loanword Nativization in German 71

The examples in (23) show that the vowel in the closed syllable-context surfaces
consistently äs short and lax.14 Note that there are no examples attested of
lengthenings in the closed syllable environment, e.g. (.. .iC.CV.. .) -* (· · -i:C.
CV.. .) . As we show in § 5 our analysis correctly precludes such lengthenings.

Both on-line adaptations äs well äs historical loanwords from a number of
languages (e.g. Italian, Russian, Polish, Arabic, Mandarin) illustrate (23a), i.e.
the laxing of vowels in pword-internal closed syllables. We present examples
from each of these languages in turn and then show examples of (23b).

Italian has the vowels /ieeooou/, i.e. tense äs well äs lax vowel phonemes
(Lichem 1970; Macchi 1991). Lichem (1970:56-57) writes that the dosest MSG
sound to Italian [i] is [i:] (and not [i]) and that the same generalization holds for
Italian [o], which most closely resembles MSG [o:] (and not [o]). Consider now
the following MSG loanwords, which illustrate the development in (23a):

(24) Italian MSG
a. firma Firma [fre.ma] 'Company' < 18th C

finta Finte [fm.te] 'feint' < 17th C
b. catacomba Katakombe [ka.ta.kom.ba] 'catacomb' < 18th C

gondola Gondel [gon.dal] 'gondola' < 17lh C
conto Konto [kon.to] 'account' < 15th C
torso Torso [IOB.ZO] 'torso' < 18th C

These examples illustrate that [i] is replaced by [i] in (24 a) and [o] by [o] in
[24h).15

14 There are no clear examples to our knowledge of loanwords in which a long vowel
surfaces in the donor language in the closed syllable environment, although our analysis in
§ 5 predicts that shortening (and laxing) should occur. This is illustrated in (i):
(i) a. (... iiC.CV ...). ->(... iC.CV ...).

b. (...iiC.CV...^ -> (...iC.CV...)«,
One potential example of (ib) is Latin, in which the stressed tense vowel in words like rector
(i.e. /e:/) surfaces äs short and lax in MSG (i.e. [Rek.tOB]). Although there are numerous
other examples from Latin illustrating shortening (and laxing) in the closed syllable
environment it is not clear that these vocalic changes occurred in German or if they
transpired in Vulgär Latin before the words were borrowed into German. To our
knowledge there is only one loanword in MSG whose vowel stays long in a closed syllable
in pword-internal position, namely Börse [b0iB.za] 'stock exchange' (< Dutch
(geld)beurs, 17th C). Interestingly, both Krech et al. (1982) and Drosdowski etal. (1990)
list an optional pronunciation for this word with [oe].
The reader is referred to Reis (1974:107), who discusses shortenings like the ones in (ib),
which occurred in native words in Middle High German, e.g. klaif.ter > klaf.ter. Our
analysis in § 5 correctly predicts that this shortening process should have occurred.

15 If no other source is mentioned in the examples presented below, then they have been
drawn from Kluge (1999) and Drosdowski et al. (1994).

In the examples in this section we list the Century in which that word was first attested in
German (according to Kluge 1999 and Schulz et al. 1913-1983).
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The change in (23a) is also iltustratcd in the following exaraples from Russian
and Polish. These words show that pword-internal syllables with a tense vowel
arc reaiized with its lax countcrpart in MSG. The Russian words in (25) contain
[o] in (25a) and [u] in (25 b), which surface in MSG äs [o] and [ ] respectively (see
Gabka 1987). The short, tense [u] in (26) from Old Polish (Bielfeld 1982, Rubach
1984) has similarly been replaced by a short and lax [o] in MSG.

(25) Russian
a. vodka

drozki
b. tundra

(26) Old Polish
ogurek

MSG
Wodka [vot.ka]
Droschke [dRo.ka]
Tundra [ton.dRa]

MSG
Gurke [qüB.kal

'vodka'
'cab'
'tundra'

< 20lh C
<18lhC
< 19lh C

'cucumber' < 16th C

Loanwordsfrom two non-Indo-Eupopean languages have been provided in (27)
and (28), which also show (23 a). These examples illustrate the change from [u] to
[ ] in (27) (Kästner 1981, Pfeifer 1995) and [i] to [i] in (28) (Duanmu 2000).16

(27)

(28)

Arabic
sultän

Mandarin
gin kyo

MSG
Sultan

MSG
Ginkgo

[zül.tan]

[girj.ko]

'sultan'

'ginkgo'

16th C

17lhC

The final set of examples in (29) (from Italian) illustrates (23 b): In the
closed-syllable context lax vowels (here [o] and [ ]) stay lax in MSG.17

(29) Italian
a. porto

motto
b. tempo

pergola

MSG
Porto
Motto
Tempo
Pergola

[pOB.to]
[mo.to]
[tem.po]
[peB.go.la]

'postage'
'motto'
'speed'
'pergola'

17th C
18th C
17lh C
17th C

16 According to Drosdowski et al. (1994) Japanese is also a possible source for Ginkgo.
17 Note that the second Italian example in (29 a) contains a geminate, which is

heterosyllabic. Many authors analyze the post-lax vowel consonant in MSG words like
[mo.to] äs ambisyllabic (see, for example, Wiese 1988,1996). We ignore ambisyllabicity
here because it is not relevant for our analysis.
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4.2 Pword-final closed syllables

In this section we present loanwords in MSG exemplifying vocalic changes in
closed syllables in pword-final position. We summarize the outcomes in (30),
where [i] and [i] represent a tense and a lax vowel respectively.18

(30) a. (... :0) -> (... :€)
b. (... €) -> (..iQ.

In contrast to the examples discussed in §4.1, the vowels in the loanwords we
present below do not show any tendency to become lax (or short), but instead,
long tense vowels are stable in this environment (see 30 a). What is more, short
tense vowels will lengthen in pword-final position (see 30 b), but not short lax
vowels (see 30 c).

Loanwords from a number of languages (i.e. Latin, Greek, French, Dutch,
English) illustrate (30 a). Consider first the Latin examples in (3l).19 (Long

";vowels are indicated with a macron).
j ;

3l)
12thC
15thC
16thC

9thC

17thC

The MSG loanwords in (32)-(35) also illustrate that long tense vowels in final
syllables surface äs long, i.e. (30 a).20

(32)
18thC
13thC

Latin
patrönus
decänus
problema
tribütus
cultüra

MSG
Patron
Dekan
Problem
Tribut
Kultur

[pa.tRom]
[de.karn]
[pRo.blezm]
[tRi.buit]
[kul.tu:*]

'patron'
4dean'
'problem'
'tribute'
'culture'

Greek MSG
symptöma Symptom
kämelos Kamel

[zYm.ptorm] 'symptom'
[ka.me:l] 'camel9

18 No examples are attested in which a long lax vowel occurs in the closed syllable
context in (30), e.g. (... nC)e, although our analysis in § 5 predicts that the vowel should
shorten to (... iC)^

19 The endings in the Latin examples in (31) (e.g. -a, -us) were either lost when the
words entered the German language (e.g. MSGpalrön(e); see Schulz et al. 2,425-428) or
in the process of development of MSG (e.g. Atomus which entered MSG in the 16lh Century
but lost its ending only in the 19ih Century; see Schulz etal. l, 59).

20 Some of the French words in (33) and below in (38) are ultimately derived from
Latin. Although length is not distinctive for French vowels, vowels are lengthened in that
language before [ z v 3! (Tranel 1987:49), the so-called 'consonants allongantes'
(Schwarze & Lahiri 1998).
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(33) French MSG
tour Tour
figure Figur
papier Papier

(34) Dutch MSG
piloot Pilot
juweel Juwel

(35) English MSG
typhoon Taifun
steak Steak
team Team

The lenthening of short tense
illustrated with the examples in

(36) Latin MSG
atomus Atom
müsica Musik

(37) Italian MSG
credito Kredit

[tu:*] fttour'
[fi.guiB] 'figure'
[pa.phfcj 'paper'

[pi.lort] 4pilot'
[ju.veil] 'jeweP

[tai.fum] *typhoon'
[Jteik] 4steak'
[ti:m] 'team'

vowels in pword-final position, i.e
(36) -(38) from Latin, Italian, and

[a.toim] 'atom'
[mu.ziik] 'music'

[kRe.diit] 'credit'

(38) French MSG
tarif Tarif [ta.Ri:f] Charge'
profU Profil [pRO.fi:l] 'profile'
reptile Reptil [R8p.ti:l] 'reptile'
boutique Boutique [bu.tiik] 4boutique'

< 16th C

<15 thC

< 15tb C
< 15lh C

< 19th C
< 20th C
< 20th C

. (30 b), is
French.21

< 16th C
< 15th C

< 16th C

< 17th C
< 17th C
< 19th C
< 17th C

The data in (39) from French illustrate (30 c): a final short lax vowel in the donor
language stays lax and short in MSG:

(39) French MSG
hotel Hotel [ho.td] 'hoteP
carrousel Karussell [ka.Ru.sel] cmerry-go-

round'
baroque barock [ba.Rok] 'barock'
salope salopp [za.lop] 'casuaP

< 18th C

< 17th C
< 18th C
<18 t hC

21 The word Musik was stressed on the first syllable until the 16th or 17th Century, when
the stress change to the final syllable was probably caused by the French 'musique'
(Drosdowski et al. 1994:475).
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The examples presented in (31)-(35) and (40) show that V:C, where V: is tense,
is stable historically in final position.The additional MSG examples in (40) show
that VCC is also stable in this position:

(40) MSG
Tumult
Defekt
Obelisk
Rapport
Damast

[tu.molt]
[de.fekt]
[?o.be. sk]
[Ra.poBt]
[da.mast]

'tumult'
'defekt'
Obelisk'
'rapporf
'damask'

Latin tumultus < 16th C
Latin defectus < 16th C
Latin obeliscus < 16th C
French rapport < 17th C
Italian damasco< 14th C

The data presented in (31)-(38) and (40) illustrate the stability of V:C and VCC
syllables in word-final syllables. That superheavy syllables are historically stable
in pword-final position ( s opposed to final position in a grammatical word) can
be established with the additional data in (41). Here we see compound words
whose first part is a loanword. Note that the underlined superheavy syllables
ipi these examples surfaces s long. The pword-final V:C syllables in (41) are
stable historically because there is no tendency at all to shorten and lax the
towel.

S 41) Compound words:
\ Taifun + Warnung
• \ Steaks-Haus
! Team + Arbeit

Musik + Unterricht
Atom + Kraftwerk (?a.to:m)(D

(tai.fum),,
(ftek). (haus).
(ίί:ιη)ω (ae.bait).

i:k). (un.te.Ri9t)0

'typhoon warning'
csteak house'
eteam work'
'music lesson'

)ω
 cnuclear power
Station'

Recall from (l l a) that stems are analyzed s pwords; s noted in § 2, each part of
a compound is interpreted to be a stem and hence a separate pword.

The examples in (42) consist of a normative stem plus a consonant-initial (i.e.
noncohering) suffix. Recall from (lld) that the stem in this context is
pword-final. The important point to observe here is that the stem-final syllable is
superheavy:

(42) Words with consonant-initial Suffixes:
problem + los (ρκο.Μβ:ιη)ω-1ο:8
profU + los (ρκο.6:1)ω-1ο:$
reptil + haft (κερ.ύιΐ)
tarif + lieh (ta.ni:f)tt-li9
fig r + lieh (fi.gy:c)0-li9

4without problems'
'without profile'
*reptile like'
'according to the tarifT
4figurative'
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To suirunarize, the examples in this section show that superheavy syllables are
stable in pword-final position. The analysis we propose below in §5 shows a
conncction between this stability and the lengthening of tense short stressed
vowels in pword-final position.

5. Analysis

In (43) and (44) we summarize the vocalic changes presented in the preceding
section and provide an example in the right column. Again, [i] and [i] are
intended to represent tense and lax vowels respectively. We concentrate below
on the vocalic developments involving a new Output, i.e. (43 a) and (44 c), which
have been placed in a box.

(43) a. G - .iC.CV.. .)ω -> C. .iC.CV.. .)ω | Italian F lrma > MSG Ffrlrma]
b. (.. .iC.CV.. .)ω -> (.. .iC.CV.. .)ω Italian t[s]mpo > MSG Τ[ε]ιηρο

(44) a. (.. .ί:€)ω -> (.. .ί:€)ω Dutch juw[e:]l > MSG Juw[e:]l
b. (...ι€)ω -+ (..-ΐΡω Frenchhotfc]! > MSG Hot[s]l
c. (.. .iCX, -> (.. .ί:€)ω | Latin at[o]mus > MSG

In § 5.1 we provide an OT analysis of the laxing development in (43 a) and in § 5.2
of the lengthening in (44 c).

In order to account for the vocalic changes occuring in MSG loanwords, it is
necessary to distinguish between on-line adaptations, i.e. the first adaptations of
loanwords, where the perceptual input of the donor language is taken s the
underlying representation (see e.g. & Paradis LaCharite 1997 and Jacobs &
Gussenhoven 2000), and fully-integrated historical loanwords, where the
underlying form in MSG is set equal to the Output of the borrowing language
(recall the discussion in §4). Contrary to Peperkamp & Dupoux (2001), we do
not assume that on-line adaptations show some kind of segmental modification
during the perception of the loanword. Instead, the loanword is perceived
faithfully; adaptation occurs only in the production process and follows
naturally from the constraint ranking of the borrowing language (cf. Jacobs &
Gussenhoven 2000). Significantly, there is no separate perceptual component in
loanword adaption ( s assumed e.g. by Silverman 1992 and Yip 1993).

5.1 An OT analysis ofvowel laxing

Let us consider the example Firma, which illustrates the laxing process in (43 a).
We first treat the on-line adaption of this word, in which we aSsume that the
input (i.e. the underlying representation) equals the phonetic representation in
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the donor language. Thus, when this item is first orally transmitted, we have the
input and Output representations in (45).22

(45) Input:
/f i r m a/

Output:
[f i r m a]

The OT analysis we posit accounts for the change in (45) that transpires when
loanwords like these are nativized, i.e. the underlined vowel is laxed. This
modification is captured formally with the language-specific ranking for MSG
we posited above in (22) (modified from 8) and which we repeat below in (46 a)
for convenience:

(46) a. specific: ΑποΝ-3μ, TENSE = LONG
b. general: MARKEDNESS » FAITH

IDENTTENSE » IDENTLONG

Ths specific ranking in (46 a) generalizes to the ranking in (46 b): Two
MARKEDNESS constraints (i.e. TENSE ·= LONG and ΑποΝ-3μ) outrank the FAITH
constraints IDENTTENSE and IDENTLONG.

What the rankings in (46 a) mean is that faithful Outputs (e.g. the incorrect
jRma] from /fiRma/) are sacrificed for phonotactic well-formedness, or put
fferently, vowel laxing must occur to make the Outputs conform to phonotac-

. ic generalizations. We provide tableaus illustrating this below. See also
ί )avidson & Noyer (1997), who show that the nativization of Spanish loanwords
. ι ito the language isolate Huave involves the ranking of FAITH below MARKED-
\ NESS. Robinson (2001:146-147) similarly makes this observation for a different
L-set of loanword phenomena in MSG.

Given the ranking in (46 a) the laxing of the stressed vowel in (43 a) can be
accounted for. This is illustrated in the evaluation of the word Firma in (47):

(47) /f i R m a/

a. (.fiiR.ma),,

b. (.fiR. m α)ω

c. (.fiiR.ma^

d.-» (.fiR. ma.)a

ΑποΝ-3μ j TENSE = LONG

*!

*!
*! *

1

IDENTTENSE

*

*

IDENTLONG

*

*

A comparison of the fully faithful candidate in (47 b) with candidate (47 d)
reveals that the latter form is more harmonic than the former because of the

22 We ignore the fact that the r in Italien and MS(3 have different phonetic realizations.
We also do not consider in our analysis the pronunciation of MSG /R/ s [B].
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ranking TKNSE » LONG » IDENTTENSE. This ranking means that it is better to
lax a short strcssed tcnsc vowel than for the Output vowel to be fully faithful to
the corresponding input vowel. Of particular importance in the tableau in (47) is
the form in (47 a), which loses out to the optimal candidate in (47 d) due to the
ranking ΑυθΝ-3μ » IDENTTENSE. (Note that 47 c loses out for the same
reason). The reason the form in (47 a) with [i:] is significant is that Italian [ij in
words like Firma is phonetically closer to German [i:] than to any other vowel, in
particular [i], s we noted above in § 4 (see Lichem 1970). Thus, one would expect
for phonetic reasons that the stressed vowel in (47) would lengthen in MSG, but
our analysis correctly blocks this lengthening from occurring due to the high
ranked constraint ΑπθΝ-3μ.23

To summarize up to this point we have accounted for the phonetic
representations in MSG words like the ones in (43 a) by employing the ranking
MARKEDNESS (i.e. TENSE = LONG and ΑυσΝ-3μ) ahead of FAITH, which is
independently required.24

Although our analysis in (47) selects the right phonetic representation, the
underlying representation we assumed in (45) is unmotivated after the word has
ceased to be an on-line adaptation and has become a lexical item on par with
native words. Specifically, in the example discussed here the stressed vowel in the
word Ffijrma is not /i/ but /i/. The reason the latter underlying form is correct
is that there are no alternations in MSG which would cause one to assume
/i/. This assumption has long been adopted in phonological theory (see, for
example, Stampe 1973) and is captured in OT with the principle referred to
s Lexicon Optimization (see Prince & Smolensky 1993:192): unless there is

evidence to the contrary (e.g. alternations) we assume that the underlying
and phonetic representations are identical. To illustrate this point we
provide in (48) the correct underlying and phonetic representation for the
sample word in (43 a):

(48) Input: Output:
/f i r m a/ [f i R m a]

23 In note 14 we mentioned that there are no clear examples to our knowledge of
loanwords in MSG in which a long vowel occurs in the donor language in pword-internal
Position, but that we predict vowel shortening, e. g. (... nC.CV.. ,)ω -» (... iC.CV.. .)ω. We
mentioned in that footnote that potential examples illustrating this shortening come from
Latin, e.g. rector ([reik.tor]) vs. MSG (i.e. [Rek.tos]). Note that the ranking in (46) will
always select the candidate with a short lax vowel in pword-internal position.

24 Our analysis only predicts shortening and laxing in stressed syllables. Laxing in
unstressed closed syllables is also attested, e.g. Latin s[y]mbolum > MSG Sfyjmbol.
This type of vowel laxing does not follow from our analysis in § 5 and hence we leave this
topic open for further research.
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* Thus, after the initial on-line adaptation in (47), in which the input is set equal to
: the Output of the donor language, we assume that the underlying representation
* in the borrowing language (i.e. MSG) will be restructured to its actual Output in
k MSG, s in (48).
1 In the analysis we propose below we show first that the same ranking in (47)
* can be employed to obtain the correct Output from the identical input, s in (48).
* We then conclude this section by showing how Lexicon Optimization correctly
5 selects the underlying representation in (48) over the one in (45).
t· In the tableau in (49) the word Firma is evaluated given the input in (48):

(49)

a.

b.

c.

d.-

/ f i R m a /

(.fiiR.ma),.

(.fiR. ιηα.)ω

(.fi:n.ma.)tt

(.fiR. πια.)ω

ΑποΝ-3μ ITENSE = LONG

*!

*!

*! -,:'.. .·' <*·· ' · ' .

IDENTTENSE

• : ·,*··.' '.· ' ;

' " · . ·· * · ·. '

.·· ·:· " . · -?· . ', ". ·; „. ' ·

IDENTLONG

..''" '.·: *

*

^n examination of this tableau reveals that the fully-faithful Output form in
49 d) is selected. (49 d) is more harmonic than (49 a-c) because the former three
orms all violate at least two of the four constraints.

Our analysis selects the underlying representation in (48) (and not the one in
• 5) s optimal because the former input-output pair is more harmonic than the
latter one. 'Harmonie' means that the correct input-output pair in (48) incurs

-fewer constraint violations than other ones. This point is illustrated in the
tableau in (50) in which four such pairs are evaluated:

(50)

a. / f iRma/ [fiRma]

b. / f i :Rma/ [ f iRma)

C. / f i :Rma/ [ f inma]

d. ->/f r R m a/[fiRma]

Αι,Κ5Ν-3μ TENSE = LONG

1
1
1
l

IDENTTENSE

*!

*l

IDENTLONG

.* ·

*!

In tableau (50) the constraints evaluate each pair. For example, candidate (50 a)
is /fiRma/ [fnona], which violates IDENTTENSE because it involves the change
from /i/ to [i]. The pair in (50 c) is not optimal because the change from /n/ to [i]
also involves an IDENTLONG violation. (50 b) is the least harmonic of the four
candidates because it violates IDENTTENSE and IDENTLONG. By contrast, the pair
in (50 d) is optimal because no constraint violations occur.
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5.2 An OT analysis ofvowel lengthening

Vowcl lengthening in pword-final position in (44c) is illustrated here with the
example Atom. During the on-line adaptation process, we assume the input to be
the Output form of the donor language, i.e. the vowel /o/, which is short and
tense.25

(51) /atomus/

a. (.a.tom.^

b. (.a.toim.)«,

C. (.a.tom.^

d. -> (,a.to:m.)M

ΑυσΝ-3μ ι TENSE = LONG
1

*!

*!

IDENXTENSE

*!

*

IDENTLONG

·*

*

This tableau shows that the fully-faithful candidate in (51 c) loses out to (51 d)
because of the ranking TENSE=LONG » IDENTLONG. (This ranking also
predicts that 51 b is less harmonic than 51 d). What this ranking means is that it is
better to lengthen a short stressed tense vowel than to have a fully-faithful
Output form. The ranking IDENTTENSE » IDENTLONG is necessary to account
for the fact that the optimal candidate in (51 d) is more harmonic than (51 a). Put
differently, it is better to lengthen a stressed tense vowel than to convert this
vowel into its lax counterpart.

The tableau in (51) is significant because the same rankings which were shown
in §5.1 to predict vowel laxing (and shortening) of pword-internal stressed
closed syllables correctly accounts for the lengthening of the stressed tense vowel
in pword-final position.

In (51) it was assumed for the on-line adaptation that the stressed vowel is
underlyingly /o/. For Speakers of MSG who use this and similar words on par
with native words (i.e. for the point after the on-line adaptation, where the word
is fully integrated) the underlying form for this vowel is the same s in the
phonetic representation, i.e. /o:/. We assume that the correct underlying
representation (i.e. /o:/) is optimized in the same way s it was illustrated for
Firma in (50).

Note that the input vowel in (51) (and for the point when /o:/ is taken s
underlying) must be specified s tense. Were the input lax (i.e. /o/) then the
rankings in (51) would incorrectly select (51 a). An additional reason for
specifying input vowels for the tenseness feature is that short lax vowels do not

25 The loss of the original ending -us is of no significance to our analysis and therefore
will be ignored here. (Recall the discussion on this ending in note 19).
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lengthen (recall 44b). This point can be illustrated by considering the following
tableau for the word Hotel:

(52) /hotsl/

a. -» (.ho.tel.).,

b. (.Ηο.1ε:1.)ω

c. (.ho.tel.)a

d. (.ho.te:!.),.

ΑυοΝ-3μ TBNSE = LONG

*!

*!

IDENTTENSE

·;:=ί·{··-:·;%?···-:.·';·/;

;f^&_^
.y;%*y.v·.·'·'··:-·
:, ·' V·· ;.·"·· "·;:\ ;.·.; ' ;. -

IDENTLONG

V '. ·*.··· ·<'.·,"

·· ' · V' - : v·' . ' .·· ·

In this tableau we see that (52b, c, d) are less harmonic than (52a) because they
do not satisfy TENSE=LONG or IDENTTENSE. 26

5.3 Unassimilated loanwords

ipTie phonetic forms of the MSG examples discussed above illustrate that these
l % /ords all show the same phonotactic and prosodic restrictions s native German
| /ords. However, many languages also have unassimilated loanwords, which by

efinition do not conform to the phonotactics of the borrowing language, e.g.
rrench parole, which surfaces in the unassimilated pronunciation in MSG s

: t pa.Rol].2 7 (This example can be identified s unassimilated because it has a short
* tense vowels in stressed position). Loanwords like this one can only stay
[unassimilated if Speakers who have this pronunciation are aware of the
' phonology and phonotactics of the donor language.
4 The general ranking MARKEDNESS » FAITH was shown to account for the fact
that loanwords like Italian Firma become assimilated into the donor language.
We hold that unassimilated loanwords exhibit the reverse ordering, s in (53b), a
ranking which indicates that Speakers have successfully deduced the constraint
ranking for the donor language. (See also the literature on second language
acquisition, in which it is shown that successful acquisition involves the
reranking of constraints s in the target language, (e.g. Broselow, Chen & Wang
1998, Hancin-Bhatt & Bhatt 1997). The general ranking in (53b) translates into
the specific ranking in (53a):

26 Our analysis of vowel lengthening only holds for stressed closed syllables, but
lengthening is also attested in stressed open syllables, e. g. Spanish enzfejbra > MSG
Zfe:]bra). Note that the explanation for this type of vowel lengthening follows from the
ranking TENSE == LONG » IDENTTENSE.

27 Only the assimilated pronunciation is accepted by Drosdowski et al. 1990, i.e. parole
with [o].
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(53) a. specific: IDKNTTENSB, IDENTLONG » TENSE=LONG
b. general: FAITH »MARKEDNESS

The specific ranking in (53a) is illustrated in (54) for the word parole:

(54) /paRol/

a. -+ (.pa.RoL)w

b. (.pa.Ro:l.)„

c. (.pa.Rol.),,

d. (.ρ3.κο:1.)ω

IDENTTENSE IDENTLONG

*!

*!
*! *

TENSE = LONG
*

*

The ranking of FAITH above MARKEDNESS ensures that the Output in (54a) is
faithful to the perceptual Output of the donor language. In this way, no change in
the input takes place, s the donor output is stored s underlying representation
in MSG according to lexicon optimization.

6. Conclusion

In this article we examined the changes that affect stressed vowels in the
nativization of loanwords into MSG, namely the laxing of tense vowels and the
lengthening of short tense vowels. We demonstrated that the formet process is
restricted to occurring in closed syllables which are internal to a pword but that
the lengthening of short tense vowels transpires in closed syllables which are final
in a pword. We proposed an OT analysis capturing vowel shortening and laxing
in the nativization process which requires that two MARKEDNESS constraints
outrank two FAITH constraints. An important component of our analysis is that
the same constraints and rankings required to account for the nativization of
loanwords is necessary to capture phonotactic generalizations in the native
lexicon. For this reason, we ultimately conclude that our analysis is superior to
any conceivable rule-based one, since rule-based analyses would posit rules
accounting for the nativization of loanwords which are otherwise unmotivated
in the borrowing language.
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